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.ANNC .AND SIG TUNE 

.ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Welcome to Arts and .ltfrica. This is Alex Tetteh-Tiartey and today, 
©usman Sembene's latest film and the -~rican Crafts Industry and 
its expansion. 

MUSIC 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

0.usman Sembene must be the most well-known, if not the most prelific 
African film director~ His films include 11 mie Money Order," "Taa-w" 
and recently "Xala" - ''.Ilhe Curse', about corruption and neo
colonialism in independant Africa. His latest film, Ceddo, was 
recently premiered in the UK at the Edinburgh Festival and Robert 
Cushman, the drama critic of the Observer, went to see it for 11.Arts 
and Africa'. I first asked him what it was about. 

ROBERT CUSHMAN 

The story is a fairly simple one. It goes back to the period of 
religious wars. The Imam has established .himself in a position 
of power and is more or less enforcing all the tribes to convert 
to the Nuslim religion. One tribe known here as the Cedd•, which 
I think simply means 1 people 1 in opposition', holds out. They go 
so far as to kidnap the princess. In the end, they are brought 
to heel. There is a big scene at the end, where they are, one by 
one, in a very great hurry, each received into the Muslim faith. 
Each one is given a Muslim name, one of them, by the way, being the 
name of the director himself, Ousman, which at the screening I saw 
raised a certain amount of laugh from the knowledgeable people 
present. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Well, I must say that he seems to be a man with a great sense of wito 

ROBERT CUSHMAN 

There was not much wit evident in this particular film. It is more 
a matter of anger because the film branches out from being an attack 
upon this type of forced conversion, to being an attack .on any kind 
of exploitation. Occasionally there are flash forwards which I 
took to connect with the Christian religion in Africa today. ]t 
does make the ironic point that just in the way one is aocustomed 
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in later times, this is th~ way in which parts of Africa were 
converted to the Muslim faith in the first place. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Well, he is very much known as an anti-establishment man. He makes 
fun of ministers, he makes fun of all those in authority, but at the 
same time he is very careful not to overstep the mark. Now, here 
he is attacking· the Muslim faith, as you say. I wonder why. Is 
it because he considers it something foreign? I mean, he is in 
the habit of attacking foreign forces coming into ffenegal. 

ROBERT CUSHMAN 

That is certainly the impression you get here. It may be a bit 
late in the day surely after -these hundreds of years to think of 
the Muslim faith as something foreign. But. he is presenting us with 
the time at which it certainly was and somethiQswhich was imposed by 
force and also thought the use of economic sanctions because there 
is always the point hovering in the background that anybody who 
doesn't ~oe the line can be sold into slavery. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Why has he now decided to t~lk about it? 

ROBERT CUSHMAN 

I think that's his own problem. As you say yourself, he has always 
been a dissenter. I think this is obviously in those circumstances 
rather a brave film to oake. r·am not sure just what the degree 
of tolerance there is in ~negal, but perhaps this may be orte film 
in which he finds himself in trouble. I hope not. 

AJ1EX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Nbw, d0es he treat this film as a purely historical one or is he 
trying to convey a message? 

ROBERT CUSHMAN 

The .historial colouring of the film, certainly to European eyes, is 
rather slight. You get the feeling it could be taking place any 
timB in the last few hundred years. The costumes would remain 
much the same, obviously the setting would remain much the same. 
I think this may - maybe I am reading a bit too much consciousness 
into it - but it may well be part of the point, ~o you C(:.Ul s_lide 
from the past into the present without too ouch trouble. And 
you do get the feeling it is all one and it's the same process 
going on. I would not have said that the message he was intending 
to convey had anything particularly to do with the M4$lim faith. , 
I think it is a much more generalised message about, as I said, 
exploitation, about forcing people into a certain way of life 
against their will if you have the power to do it and particularly 
it is a hymn of praise to the Ceddo·, to the people who have the 
a:ourage -to say no. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

How long is it?-



ROBERT CUSHMAN 

About two hours. 

ALEX TETTEH-LLRTEY 

Is it black and white or colour? 

ROBERT CUSHMAN 

It is colour, bright colour! 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

It □ust have been very expensiveto oake don't you think? 

ROBERT CUSHMAN 

It depends what standards you are invoking. I should thiriJc by 
Hollywood or even European st~.ndards it was cheaF, but obviously 
it is a major African feature filn. Some scenes have an al□ost 
docu□entary quality about them. You can always tell how you 
feel a~out documentary quality in active films because there is 
no background music, and you nre suddenly awa:rehow quiet everything 
is because you realise just how accusto□ed you are to hearing 
music without noticing it and when it stops, the silence is 
deafening. · 

ALEX TETTEH- LARTEY 

His filma tend to be in the traditional language, mainly Wollof 
and occasionally you have it in French. What was this one in? 

ROBERT CUSHMAN 

This was in Wollof. There wasn't any French that I could detect. 
I nay not be the □ost trustworthy guide here because I was 
concentrating more on reading the subtitles and not noticing too 
much about the sound that was going on behind. But I can't call 
to mind anything I can recognise as French. It nay have passed 
me by, of course. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Well, I am sure we are all looking forward to the opportunity of 
seeing the fil□ whether in Africa: or here in Europe. Robert 
Cush□an, thank you. Fro□ Edinburgh and Senegal , we □ove south 
to London, Lesotho and ~a□bia~ ~e 9th International Gifts Fair 
took place in London this su□□or and for .the first time ever, 
countries from the developing world participated with the help of 
a grant fro□ the United Nations International Tr2de Centre. I 
went along to Oly□pia where the f air was held and met some of 
those involved. I first talked to Roy Scott, one of the organisers 
of the stand and asked him what the □ain idea behind the fair was. 

ROY SCOT'.r 

Well, this whole fair here is one of the □ain gift and craft trade 
fairs in Britain where the shopkeepers and i~porters buy the 
articles that they are going to sell. ~e United Nations 
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International Trcde Qentre has decided that it is high tine t~at 
developing countries' products .were shown along with the articles 
na.de here in Britain or Europe. S.o they have sponsored this 
stand, which actually is the largest .stand in the Fair, and brought 
over two countries froo Africa., two froo Asia nnd two fron Lat"in 
Anerica. · ·· · 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Which are the t,;o countries froo Africa? 

ROY SCOT'lf· 

Zaobia and Lesotho 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

.Any idea why these two in particular were selected? 

ROY SCOT'.L" 

It was really difficult actually I think ou this occasion, being 
the first time such a project has been undertaken to choose two 
countrie-s froo all the ones that were available. But it was a 
case of .finding two, which could respond fairly quickly to putting 
on an exhibit here and the two countries involved have had close 
links with the International Trade Centre. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Crafts froo Zambia and Lesotho were of course on display and what · -
a variety! Beads, ~ots, rugs, nusical instru□ents, □asks and so 
on. I was even nore able to appreciate them when I talked with 
representatives from the two countries. Froo Zanbia, Rene Nglazi 
of the Ministry of Conoerce and Foreign Trade and Vasco Nyambe of 
the Zanbian Cultural Services, and froo Lesotho, Ernest Letsoara 
of the Lesotho Sheepskin Products. I first asked Rene if the 
jewellery on display was coI:1I::1on/Zanbia. 

ill: 
RENE NGLAZ·I 

Yes, they're quite common and especially as the silver and the 
amethyst is oined in Zanbia. ffo they are nade from typical 
~aobian raw naterial. These are made by rum.d, with a bit of 
I:lachinery but □ostly they are oade by hand. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Wasco, i& there anything on your Zanbian stand, which is of 
special interest or is unique in any way? 

vasco NY AMBE 

Yes, we· have got the. Mukenge root· products • . For exanple this 
basket, which is all mads out of roots. They are very strong. 
This basket can be ois-handled and it can stay f or ten years without 
breaking. It is so strong th~t I ca n stB'l'ld on itt Would you like 
me to stand on it? 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

You can st?nd on this snall thing? 
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VASCO NYAMBE 

Yes, I can stand on it. 

ALEX TETTEH- Li;.RTEY 

Stand on it and let's see!l 

VASCO NY.AMEE 

It is all ma.de of roots and these roots are very strong. Sonetines 
wonen can use this to defend:i thenselves! They are very attractive, 
well decorated. It is very unique. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Now, what about this □ask which is sitting up there in the corner 
there of a wooan. 

VASCO NYAMBE 

This oask is called a Nalindele. It is used during circuoe1s1on, 
when boys are being circuncised. As they are cooing out of the 
circumcision canp, the nan who leads the way wears· that □ask and 
goes on dancing, chasing girls and all this business. It is 
actually used traditionally. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

It is extraordinary that a nan whould wear a wooan's nask at a 
ci rcuncision cerecony. 

VASCO NYAMBE 

Well, the oask is supposed to represent a □other, the □other of the 
children who are now grown up. In our tradition, any wonan is a 
□other, so nost of the things we do portray wooen. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Now, ooving froo the Zanbian stand to the Lesotho stand, I noticed 
the vast difference between the articles on the two stands: t he 
Zanbian enphasis seemed to be on strength, Lesotho's on delicacy. 
Erne.st described sooe of the articles froo Lesotho .. 

ERNEST LETSOARA 

This is a B&suto hat which is -□a.de fro□ Ludi grass. It is used as 
a hat in su.mner or you can use it as a flower basin or you can use 
it as a lanp~hade. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

I seeQ It is quite incredible. It has got a lot of uses. 

ERNEST LETSOARA 

Probably we could see soce of our traditional photos. The Basuto 
wear a blanket. At any tine they wear a blanket and they wear a 
hat. It is a sort of traditional way. 
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ALEX TETTEH-LLRTEY 

Now, you wear this during the sur:1Der, I suppose? 

ERNEST LETSOARA 

Wery t1uch in the SU+!).IIler. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

I also notice that you have got a lot of woollen things around here. 
When I first saw then, I thought they were nade specially for the 
Western European narket, because they are so waI'I!l. ···You don't wear 
these at hone,do you? 

ERNEST LE TSOAR.ii. 

We do wear such things at home, sheepskin slippers and sheepskin 
hat's." WeJ do wear thera a lot. Tuesotho is cold, especially irr 
winter. Nornally our winter starts probably fron April and so 
on as far as July. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

I notice that a lot of the articles are also □ade from mohair. 

ERNEST LETSOARA 

Yes, you see, we use raoh~ir products, mainly nade from angora goat 
mohair 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Wle export of these crafts contributes to the expansion of the 
econocy of the country. Mr. Shibley, the senior Trr1de Promotion 
Adviser to the International Trade Centre, describes how the: 
work of his organisation helps this to cone about in Zanbia. 

MR. SHIBLEY 

fille principal part of the work is to help in the export expansion 
and diversification of the Zanbian econony. This ·specifically 
involves, in the case of Zambim, identifying new products for 
exports, helping in the training of personnel nnd in the building 
up of trnde pronotion institutions - what. is generally referred 
to as helping in the building of institutional infrastructure. 
Now, for example, in the case of handicrafts which. are being 
exhibitied here, the proootional work is being dome in co-operation 
with the Department of Cultural Services, which is responsible in 
Zanbia for the production and narketing of handicrafts. · ... 

ALEX TE.TTEH-LARTEY 

But, if there were a thousand buyers in the □arket, would African 
countries be able to provide enough goods. I put that question 
to Jonathan Stockland, Roy Scott's colleague. 

JONATHAN STOCKLA1TD 

Well, I don't think I'd be telling the truth if I didn't sny that 
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with a thousand buyers there would be sooe difficulties. But the 
Governoent's of both Zaobia and Lesotho are very aware and have been 
for quite sooe tioe of the necessity for an organisation to effect 
any sales that they get on crafts and they are just about ready 
to take off into the very large oarkets. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Mass production however often leads to deterioration in the quality 
of goods. Are there any dangers resulting fro□ coooercialisation? 

JONATHAN STOCKLJI.ND 

You have the problen of coooercialisation in its dirty sense. Now 
this is where a craft, which ms been produced for □any years to a 
very high degree of excellence in the villages, suddenly becomes 
popular on the world oarket and a lot of entrepreneurs dash in and 
they want to ccooercialise it. In other words, get it out in as 
great a numbers, in as quick a tine, as possibleo This inevitably 
leads to that crnft becooing a shoddy article. Almost a 
synthetic article. Whereas what is one of my particular interests 
and of ny colJeague, Roy Scott, is to preserve the true identity of· 
any craft article, so that even though it cooes on the world oarmet, 
it will c0me in its pristine fora and not in sooe shoddy 
comnercialisation foro. 

ALEX TETTEH-LAHTEY 

Well, let's hope the cultural aspects of these crafts can be 
preserved in their natural beauty. Finally, I asked Roy Scott what 
had been the outcome of the trade fair. 

ROY SCOT'.11' 

Several trade links have been established through this exbibit. 
We have proved to inporters that a lot of retailers, who cone onto 
the stand, want to buy these things, if they can buy then 
conveniently fro□ a local importer here. Contacts have been nade 
and strengthened with appropriate inporting organisations. 

MUSIC 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

We end t l', is week's progranne with a song fro□ the Banba people of 
Zaobiao This is Alex Tetteh-Lartey saying goodbye. Join us again 
next week for ancither I Ar.ts and Africa'. 

MUSIC - GRAM 


